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the university library - journals.uchicago - * special offer to readers of the quarterly slavonic encyclopedia1
edited by joseph s. roucek, ph.d. he slavonic encyclopedia opens the door to the slavonic world, the we're old
enough to have the uknow-how for methods in tune ... - joseph s. roucek slavonic encyclopedia-covers the
most important developments of the history of the slavic peoples. "recommended." -library journal. $18.50 david
diringer the alphabet-"this great work will certainly displace all other books in its field for some time to come. it
contains an extraor.dinary mass of material in over 600 compactly printed pages and the illustrations are mostly
new ... providing fitness and community for individuals and ... - 3 betty mccollum continued from page 1 the
federal funds will make it possible for sokol minnesota to pay for historically appropriate safety improvements,
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